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A TRANSIENT SOLUTION TO AN M /M /1 QUEUE: A SIMPLE
APPROACH

P. R. PARTHASARATHY, * Indian Institute of Technology, Madras

Abstract

A time-dependent solution for the number in a single-server queueing
system with. Poisson arrivals and exponential service times is derived in a
direct way.

Considerable attention has been paid to obtaining the transient solution for the
system size in an MIMll queueing system. A number of methods have been put
forward to solve

(1)

dpndt = IJPn+l(t) - (A + IJ )Pn(t)+ APn-l(t),

dpodt = IJPl (t) - Apo(t)

n = 1, 2, 3, ... ,

where Pn(t) denotes the probability that the system size is n. These include the spectral
method of Ledermann and Reuter (1956), the combinatorial method of Champernowne
(1956) and the difference equation technique of Conolly (1958). See also Karlin and
McGregor (1959) and Pegden and Rosenshine (1982).

Here we use a simple and direct approach. We assume that initially there are a
customers. Define

qn(t) = exp «A + IJ )t)[IJPn(t) - APn-l(t)],
=0,

en ( IJ)at= AS +~ H -lJql(t)

H(s, 0) =sa[lJ(l - DOa) - As]

n = 1,2,3, .. "

n =0, -1, -2,,"

where Dis the Kronecker delta.
Solving (2),

(3) tu», t) = tu», 0) exp {(As + ~)t} - uf qt(Y) exp {(As +~)(t - y)} dy.
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We know that, if a = 2V(AJl) and ~ = V(A/Jl ), then

exp {(As + ~)t} = n~oo (Ps)"/n(txt)

Letters to the editor

where In(t) is a modified Bessel function.
Comparing the coefficients of s" on both sides of (3) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , we get

(4) p-nqn(t) = 1l(1- DOa)p-a/n_a(txt) - ).p-a~l/n_a_l«(Xt) -1lLql(y)/n«(X(t - y» dy.

The above holds for n = -1, -2, -3,···, with the left-hand side replaced by zero.
Using L, = In for n = 1, 1, 2, 3, ... ,

(5) uLql(y)/n«(X(t - y» dy = 1lp-a(1- DOa)/n+i{Xt) - Ap-a-l/n+a+l«(Xt).

From (4) and (5), for n = 1, 2, 3, ... ,

(6) qn(t) = Jl~n-a(1- Doa)[In-a(at) - In+a(at)] + A~n-a-l[In+a+l(at) - In-a-1(at)]

so that

Pn(t) = exp {-(A + 1l)t} i qk(t)(~)n-k + (~)npo(t)
Jl k=l Jl u

and

Po(t) =Lql(Y) exp {-(A + 1l)Y} dy + DOa.

The author thanks the referee for helpful comments.
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